Discomatic Bolero I Discomatic Mambo
Getting into the Groove

Discomatic Bolero 10 and 20:
the 2-in-1 all-rounder
In a world, where change cycles are becoming shorter every day, we definitely need one thing: versatility.
That is exactly why Wetrok developed the innovative and unique Discomatic Bolero. Two tanks in different sizes
– for tool-less replacement – ensure a swift changeover from one application area to the next. The times of
having to choose between a scrubber-drier for medium-sized areas and a compact model with low ground
clearance are finally over. A new era of versatility is here.

Two replaceable tanks –
one chassis:
10 LITRE TANK:
for efficient edge cleaning
The extra low ground clearance allows the compact
mini machine to leave hard to reach areas under
benches and furniture spotlessly clean. Push and pull
operation. Not a drop of cleaning solution will remain
under furniture.
20 LITRE TANK:
for small to medium-sized area cleaning
A quick tank change will turn the machine into the
maxi version – ready to create a new level of hygiene
in all edge areas super fast.
New technologies, new comfort
Users can attach and remove suction nozzles using
magnetic force, eliminating the need for tools
and time-consuming work steps. Replacing the
squeegee blades is now easier than ever:
They simply click into place.
Spot on – Dirt gone
The Bolero's sophisticated LED light system is a true
market sensation. Now there is no chance for dirt to
be overlooked in the tiniest corner or where ambient
light is insufficient – the bright LED light leaves
nothing to chance.

By the way...
No tools are needed for the mounting or removal of
the tanks, squeegee blades and suction nozzles.

Three machines, one mission:
helping the user
Discomatic Mambo and Bolero 10 and 20 – three scrubber-drier machines that set the rhythm for endurance
and versatility in facility cleaning. Equipped with plenty of user-friendly extras, these machines are easy to handle and transport. Two of the most notable features are the height-adjustable upright handle and the load-bearing support wheel at the front. For uninterrupted cleaning cycles.

State-of-the-art circular brushes
instead of coarse rollers

Effortlessly
from A to B

Two circular brushes create the necessary
brush pressure and relieve strain on the
machine user: the machine basically drives
itself.

The load-bearing support wheel at the front
makes moving the machine from one area to
the next a breeze.

Your benefits at a glance
Discomatic Bolero:
the 2-in-1 all-rounder

Discomatic Mambo:
the performance athlete

•

•

•

•

versatile: two tank sizes, two working
directions (forward and backward)
time saver: easy and quick attachment
exchanges with state-of-the-art magnetic
technology
thorough: extra bright LED front light for
easy dirt detection

•
•

performant: excellent area performance
due to large working width
powerful: long-life battery for uninterrupted work cycles
customized: with optional integrated
dosage system

BOLERO 10

BOLERO 20

MAMBO

Models and Versions:

Discomatic
Item no.
Lithium battery
Load-bearing
support wheel

Bolero 10
50240 50241 50242 50243
12 Ah 12 Ah 20 Ah 20 Ah
•

Discomatic
Item no.
Model

Mambo
50025
Brushes

Dosage system

Bolero 20
50245 50246 50247 50248
12 Ah 12 Ah 20 Ah 20 Ah

•

•

Mambo dosing
50026
50028
Brushes
Pads
•

•

Mambo cable
50027
Brushes

•

Technical Data:
Discomatic
Potential area performance
Working width
Total length
Total width
Suction width
Total height
Fresh water tank
Number of brushes
Brush pressure [kg]
Brush pressure [N/cm²]
Standard mode noise level
Max. weight incl. water

Bolero 10
1100 m²/h
36 cm
75 cm
42 cm
52.5 cm
112 cm
10 l
2
16 kg
0.38 N/cm²
69 dB(A)
58

Bolero 20
1100 m²/h
36 cm
75 cm
42 cm
52.5 cm
112 cm
20 l
2
16 kg
0.38 N/cm²
69 dB(A)
73

Mambo
1720 m²/h
43 cm
95 cm
58 cm
55 cm
112 cm
30 l
2
28 kg
0.45 N/cm²
71 dB(A)
93
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Detailed information

Discomatic Mambo:
the performance athlete
Discomatic Mambo is the latest power machine to join the Discomatic product family. Many satisfied
customers nationally and internationally are now using Discomatic Mambo, a machine that is virtually
unbeatable in terms of performance and stamina. The large working width and amazing long-life battery
of the Mambo guarantee excellent cleaning results from the smallest to the largest areas.

Discomatic Mambo:
winner of the Interclean
Innovation Award
Operation made simple
There are only four buttons on the display, making
operation intuitive and eliminating lengthy training
sessions.

Height-adjustable upright handle

Plenty of cleaning in no time at all
The Mambo can easily compete with the
cleaning power of large scrubber-driers –
despite its compact size.

Uninterrupted work cycles
The 30-litre tank, combined with an
above-average battery life, ensures longer,
uninterrupted cleaning sessions.

Users can simply extend or lower the working
height of the upright handle to suit their stature.

Premium battery included
The integrated lithium-iron phosphate battery is
the safest lithium battery on the market and offers
an up to four times longer lifespan than traditional
lead batteries.

A new agility
Narrow corridors with very little space to turn
around are par for the course for Discomatic
machines. These machines are super agile and
nimble around furniture as well.

Dosing is the key
Mambo can optionally come equipped with
a fully integrated dosage system as well,
which will ensure a 100% perfect waterchemicals ratio at the push of a button.

